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	Week of: April 20, 2020
	Let's Get Started: Hello, Preschool & Pre-K Families!  This year, Earth Day is April 22nd. You can use some of the following activities to start a conversation with your child about the importance of recycling and reusing items whenever possible. The Helping at Home activity is a good way to give your child an important sense of responsibility as they help contibute to the weekly routines. 
	OMO: Loose Parts BoxYou will need a bin and various loose parts. This includes things like: cupcake liners, craft sticks, cardboard tubes, clean plastic bottles, corks, buttons, different sized pieces of cardboard.1. Put all the loose parts pieces into a box. 2. Encourage your child to use their imagination and create anything they would like. Talk about how these parts are being reused instead of thrown away. If your child struggles to think of ideas, ask if they can use some of the pieces to build a tower, or a robot. Once your child begins to build they won't be able to stop! 
	WMF:  Rain Falling DownYou will need a shallow pan of water, sponges, and a measuring cup.1. Ask your child where they think rain comes from. If possible, look outside at the clouds. Ask how they think the water gets up in the air. 2. Tell your child the sponge represents a cloud. Ask                       them to absorb water into the sponge  - this mimics the evaporation process.  When the sponge is full of water,help them to squeeze the water into the measuring cup - this mimics rain. (Rain happens when clouds are saturated with water, just like the sponge.)4. Pour the water back into the pan - this mimics run off.
	MMB: Color Sort DashYou will need a shoebox lid, crayons, and colored items such as pom poms or buttons. 1. Create areas in the box top for each color of item you have by coloring a square with the crayon.2. Place the box top across the room from your child. 3. Yell out the color of one of the items and encourage your child to dash over to the box, find the matching color, and put the item in the square.4. Then dash back as you yell another color. Challenge your child to see how long it takes them to match all the items to the correct square! 
	HH: I Can RecycleYou will need a recycling bin and items to be recycled.1. Explain to your child that recycling is collecting and processing of items to turn them into something different. Otherwise those items would end up in the landfills. 2. Show your child the types of items that you can recycle, such as paper and plastics, and how to clean them if necessary. 3. Give your child a title like Head Recycler and encourage them to help you clean and organize the items. Challenge your family to create only 1 bag of garbage each week!  


